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What’s Inside:

Progress Towards a New Treatment for IFALD

Oley Corner

Alan L. Buchman, MD, MSPH, Professor of Clinical Surgery, University of Illinois at Chicago
Medical Director, Intestinal Rehabilitation and Transplant Center, UI Health
Intestinal failure–associated liver disease (IFALD) in reality, IFALD is much different, and is a disease
was formerly called “parenteral nutrition–associated in its own right—and it is much more serious than
liver disease,” before it was recognized that, in those NAFLD.
with intestinal failure and liver disease, malabsorp- Diagnosing IFALD
tion plays an important role. It is thought that other
In order to establish a diagnosis of IFALD, other
factors, such as infections, may also play a large role, etiologies of liver disease, such as infectious hepatitis,
drug-induced hepatitis, alcohol, and
along with parenteral nutrition (PN).
chronic biliary obstruction, need to be
What is IFALD? Is it a disease? How
excluded. In general, in the absence of
do we define it?
any of these conditions, when there is
IFALD is a serious complication
a persistent elevation of liver enzymes
of intestinal failure and remains the
(AST, ALT, alk phos, and/or GGT at
most common indication for liver/
least 50 percent greater than the upsmall intestine transplant and isoper level of normal over a period of at
lated intestinal transplant, as well as
Graphic courtesy of NIDDK, NIH
least six months in adults or six weeks
a significant cause of death in those
who develop liver failure and are not candidates for in infants), IFALD can be diagnosed.
IFALD is characterized by two different, but simultransplantation. It has often been classified under
nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD/NASH—the taneous histologic findings in the liver when a biopsy
most common form of liver disease in the U.S.), but
IFALD, cont. pg. 4 ☛
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Save the Dates!

June 21–23, 2020
Newport Beach, California
Updates Posted:
• www.oley.org/AnnualConference
• the Oley Foundation Facebook page
Help Plan the Program!
Planning for the conference program is under
way but it’s not too late to send in your suggestions for topics to be covered and/or recommendations for speakers. Together we can work
towards planning the best conference ever!

To Be or Not to Be:
My Death Wishes
Looking at advance directives
Michael Levin
Extracted from Tube Life (forthcoming), with minor
edits and permission of the author.
I’m a real control freak, but ever since I started
planning for my death—the lawyers call it “estate
planning”—I’ve been faced with the conundrum of
what to do about my beloved feeding tube, my lifeline. Many people have to decide whether they want
Advance Directives, cont. pg. 8 ☛
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Philadelphia Suburbs Tube Feeding/HPN Support Group
There is value in meeting and talking to others who are going
through something similar to what you are experiencing. It can
help lessen feelings of loneliness and isolation; it can help reduce
stress and anxiety; it offers a chance for you to talk openly about
things others will understand without you having to offer a long
explanation. You can learn how others handle challenges or dayto-day life, about valuable resources, about options that may be
available to you.
Meet others at support groups led by Oley Ambassador volunteers, at the Oley annual conference, or at Oley one-day regional
conferences. More information at:
• www.oley.org/SupportGroups
• www.oley.org/AnnualConference
• www.oley.org/oleyregionals

How to Support Oley
Donations are tax deductible and are accepted at www.oley.
org/donations or at the street address on left.
January/February 2020

Tube Feeding Tips

Welcome Julie, Our Newest
Ambassador
Would you like to speak with someone who has “been there, done
that”? Call an Oley Ambassador. For a complete list of Ambassadors,
visit www.oley.org or call (518) 262-5079. Note: Ambassadors volunteer to provide peer support for HPEN patients and family members.
They are not medical professionals and do not offer medical advice.
Please do not contact Oley Ambassadors for solicitation, marketing,
or research purposes.
Meet our newest Oley Ambassador!
Julie Andolina
Julie was born in 2000 with a congenital diaphragmatic hernia.
After undergoing surgery at just two days old, she suffered a mid-gut
volvulus, resulting in another surgery, the loss
of a portion of her small intestine, and the
diagnosis of short bowel syndrome.
Throughout her lifetime, Julie has undergone
eight major abdominal surgeries, multiple IV
catheter placements and replacements, and the
diagnosis of d-lactic acidosis, a rare complication related to short bowel syndrome.
Despite being on home IV nutrition (HPN)
Julie Andolina
and tube feeding (enteral nutrition), Julie was a
very active child who dabbled in a multitude of hobbies: dance, gymnastics, art, reading and writing, piano, voice, theater, softball, and,
later on, tennis and tae kwon do. In 2015, after years of hard work,
she earned her first degree black belt, further proving to herself that
she could do anything she set her mind to. Her loving and supportive
mother, Heidi, used to tell her, “You can let yourself be Julie with
the medical condition, or you can just be Julie.” She has consistently
chosen the latter, never letting her diagnosis hold her back, and always
trying to live her life to the fullest.
Now, at almost twenty years old, Julie’s health has stabilized enough
that she no longer needs HPN, though she still has a g-tube for nightly
enteral feeds. Julie says, “It’s time to start giving back to the Oley
Foundation and its members, who helped support me and my family
from the day I was born.”
Julie lives in upstate New York, not far from the Oley Foundation
office, and joined the Oley Foundation staff in 2019 as an intern. You
can reach her at julieandolina.oley@gmail.com or (518) 698-7549.

Need a Restroom Urgently?
Many members have experienced the need to get to a toilet
immediately. This can be uncomfortable when you are at a
store that doesn’t have a public restroom. Showing an employee the Oley Bathroom Access Card can make it easier to
ask permission to use the restroom. The card reads: “I have a
digestive disorder that means sometimes I need the bathroom
urgently. Please allow me to use
your facilities.” Order your FREE
card at www.oley.org or by calling
(518) 262-5079.
Volume XLI, No. 1		

Tube Talk
Send your tips, questions, and
thoughts about tube feeding (enteral
nutrition) to metzgel@amc.edu. Information shared
in this column represents the experience of the individual
and, while medical information is reviewed by an advisor,
should not imply endorsement by Oley. The Foundation strongly
encourages readers to discuss any suggestions with their clinician
before making any changes in their care.
Kangaroo Bag Shortage
In November 2019, Cardinal Health issued updates regarding the supply of Kangaroo™ enteral feeding pump sets (also
referred to as feeding bags). Cardinal Health notes, “The current
demand for Kangaroo™ ePump and Kangaroo™ Joey pump
sets is higher than the amount that we can produce. This situation has created a rolling backorder, in which we manufacture
and ship product daily to patients.”
To increase supply in the market, Cardinal Health purchased
more materials required to produce pump sets. To address the
issue long term, they are installing new machinery and assigning
more resources to increase manufacturing capacity. Their target
is to have the new machinery and resources installed by spring
2020, at which time they will be able to support the demand
for both current and new patients who use the Kangaroo pump
and pump sets.
If you have questions, please contact your home care company
or clinician.

On Tube Feeding in the
Greater Vancouver Area?
Adult home tube feed users are not tracked within Fraser Health
Authority (Greater Vancouver Area, BC, Canada). Rebekah Sandhu,
a clinical dietitian at Fraser Health Authority, is leading a research
project to learn about the experiences and challenges of adults living in that area with home tube feeding and their caregivers. This
information will be used to improve healthcare services.
What is required?
One in-person interview (60 minutes) at a location of your
choice (your home or local hospital).
Who Can Participate?
People who use, or caregivers for people who use tube feeding for nutrition, or have in the past, who live at home in the
Greater Vancouver area.
Contact Rebekah Sandhu, rebekah.sandhu@fraserhealth.ca or
(604) 514-6000, ext. 745319.
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Medical News
IFALD, from pg. 1

is examined under the microscope: fat (characteristically an unusual
mix of macro- and microsteatosis, or larger and small fat cells), and
bile (indicative of cholestasis), which we have called steatocholestasis.
A biopsy alone is not diagnostic of IFALD, but it is very useful in
helping to determine the diagnosis. Imaging (CT or MR) as well as
blood tests are also important in making the diagnosis.
IFALD can be differentiated from NAFLD on the basis of history,
biopsy results, and blood tests. Patients with NAFLD are usually obese,
have high blood lipids, and don’t require PN; normal plasma free
choline and metabolic syndrome are common in NFALD. Those with
IFALD obviously require PN.* Their blood lipids are low, as is their
plasma free choline; individuals that require long-term PN are rarely
obese and have not been reported to develop metabolic syndrome.
Cirrhosis may take ten to twenty years to develop in someone with
NAFLD, but may occur in as little as three to five months in patients
with intestinal failure. In fact, liver failure may develop in IFALD in
the absence of cirrhosis. There are characteristics of the liver tissue
that also help differentiate NAFLD from IFALD, although those are
beyond the scope of this article.
Within the first two weeks of starting PN, as many as two-thirds of
individuals may develop abnormal elevations in their liver tests (not actually “liver function tests,” as the AST, ALT, and alk phos do not reflect
the “function” of the liver; function is reflected more by the albumin
and bilirubin levels). This often peaks at three to five weeks, but typically
these return to normal within one to four weeks of developing nutritional
autonomy. The alk phos often becomes more progressively elevated after
ten weeks or more. However, it is to be noted that these blood tests are
both insensitive and nonspecific indicators of liver disease. In particular,
the serum alk phos may reflect biliary disease such as gallstones or sludge
and, in children, growing bone.
The serum bilirubin concentration is generally not elevated until
the later stages of liver disease, except in pre-term infants, where it is
a common initial marker of IFALD. That of course begs the question
of whether IFALD in pre-term infants is perhaps just a more severe
manifestation of what occurs in older children and adults due to their
under-developed biliary systems, or whether the cause is different.
Some studies have shown that as many of 70 percent of adults
with intestinal failure may develop IFALD by six years, with over
Abbreviations used:
• AST= aspartate aminotransferase
• ALT= alanine aminotransferase
• alk phos = alkaline phosphatase
• GGT = gamma-glutamyltransferase
*Intestinal failure is defined as “the reduction of gut function
below the minimum necessary for the absorption of macronutrients and/or water and electrolytes, such that intravenous supplementation is required to maintain health and/or
growth” (ESPEN endorsed recommendations. Definition and
classification of intestinal failure in adults. Clinical Nutrition
34(2); 2015).
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50 percent developing irreversible liver disease (Cavicchi et al from
Paris, 2001). Most centers now report that 15 percent to 30 percent
of patients develop IFALD, although the incidence remains much
greater in pre-term infants. Liver failure may develop in less than two
months in infants that are completely PN-dependent. Why, though,
what appears to be a decrease in the incidence of IFALD over the
last twenty years in both adults and children? That’s unknown, but it
may be related to more aggressive attempts at developing nutritional
autonomy and weaning PN, earlier recognition and better treatment
of catheter sepsis, avoidance of overfeeding and minimizing traditional
lipid emulsion, and perhaps other unknown factors.
IFALD Contributing Factors
Numerous factors have been associated with the development
of IFALD. These include shorter remaining small bowel, shorter
remaining colon, and increased amounts of lipid emulsion (> 1 g/
kg/day). In infants, low birthweight/prematurity, the number of
surgeries, blood transfusions, and episodes of sepsis are additional
risk factors. Duration of PN use has not been consistently uncovered
as a risk factor.

How do we predict who will develop IFALD then? That’s a difficult
question to answer. We are also currently at a loss for a set of criteria
that mark the severity of IFALD so that we know exactly when a patient
should head in the transplant direction so they are not transplanted too
late—or prematurely. Koelfat and colleagues in Amsterdam recently
developed an equation that estimates development of IFALD as well
as survival in adults based on how much mass of intestine remains,
a couple of blood tests, and the number of days per week that PN is
required. Although far from perfect, this is an example of the progress
made in the treatment of IFALD.
How then can we best avoid the development of IFALD? Again, a question with no definitive answer. However, we do want to avoid overfeeding
and the development of obesity; to maximize nutrient absorption by
recruiting all remnant small bowel and colon in continuity; and to cycle
PN to overnight (or only during the day). We also want to limit lipid
emulsion to < 1 g/kg/day (although this is in the absence of prospective
data), but some lipids are also needed to prevent liver disease. We want
to avoid sepsis (although this is based more on animal studies).
IFALD, cont. pg. 6 ☛

Why Choline: The Story of Its Development
My interest in choline was sparked serendipitously when I was
working on my master’s degree. I was a full-time fellow, with several “moonlighting” jobs. Chronically short on time, when I had
to do two term papers based on material in our Shills and Young
nutrition textbook, I picked the two shortest chapters—choline
and carnitine.
I learned that choline deficiency results in fatty liver, and growth,
memory and hematologic abnormalities in a dozen animal species, from rainbow trout to monkeys. I thought back to a project
I had done in 1983 where mice that were made choline deficient
developed fatty livers.
Fast forward several years to UCLA, where I saw a lot of patients
that required long-term parenteral nutrition at home (HPN) with
Dr. Marvin Ament. Many of them had abnormal liver tests and a
few that had had imaging done for various reasons also had fatty
livers. I wondered, could it be choline deficiency?
There was no commercially available test to measure choline concentrations in these patients. I pored through papers and contacted
authors. In a roundabout way, I eventually connected with the world’s
choline maven, Dr. Donald Jenden, chief of pharmacology right at
UCLA. His lab techs taught me how to measure choline.
We found that the plasma free choline concentration was low in
85 percent of our HPN patients and there was a significant negative correlation between the choline concentration and AST and
ALT. I wanted to give the patients choline and see if we could fix
their livers, but there was no IV choline.
The oral route had to be used, even though it was not ideal for
patients with limited absorption. We settled on liquid lecithin (about
20 percent choline) and an equally disgusting-tasting placebo for
our study material. I chose 40 grams in a divided dose daily. That
Volume XLI, No. 1		

was the largest dose I’d found in the literature given to patients
that did not make them throw up.
We found that the lecithin did lead to increased blood choline
and improved liver tests, but we could not give enough to make
everything normal. We needed an IV form of choline. Based on
this work and that of Dr. Steven Zeisel, it was determined that
choline was a conditionally essential nutrient for humans.
Enter Ken Breslow, RPh, who helped me desiccate and sterilize
choline produced for animals. Because this had not been used in
humans I had to get investigative new drug (IND) approval from
the FDA. We also needed to determine the right dose and to test
how long the choline stayed in the body, what happened to it, etc.
Dr. Jenden and Dr. Stephen Fredd, first head of the GI division
at the FDA, helped with this. Dr. Fredd helped me design our
incremental dose-response study. Based on that study, it appeared
2 g was the most appropriate dose for adults.
I moved to Houston and was able to get a large grant from the FDA
to do a real trial. We had our “drug” made by the University of Iowa
and did basic testing to make sure it was safe to be put in the PN.
When the study was done, we found that blood choline was
easily made normal in patients given the IV choline, and their
fatty livers resolved and liver test abnormalities (AST, AST, and
alkaline phospahatase) became normal.
Since then, IV choline has passed through the hands of several
small pharmaceutical companies, and some additional research
has been done. Today ArTara Therapeutics, has taken the lead for
manufacturing IV choline. It plans to begin a phase 3 placebocontrolled trial that has been endorsed by the FDA. Hopefully
this trial will begin sometime in 2020 and will serve as a model for
properly controlled studies of nutrients in PN. –A. Buchman
(518) 262-5079 • LifelineLetter — 5
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Most importantly, we want people on PN
to eat! Absorption is a function of not only
the percentage of food that you absorb, but
how much you take in. One hundred percent
absorption, but no oral intake = 0 percent
absorption! That’s like having no intestine.
Individuals should not be receiving so much
PN that they are not hungry.
If You Have IFALD
What do you do if you have IFALD? There
is really no role for repeating liver biopsies
because they are potentially risky and once
the diagnosis has been made, there is little
information to be gained from additional
biopsies. Patients should be seen and evaluated in centers with experience in dealing
with IFALD, intestinal rehabilitation, and
intestinal transplantation; early transplant
evaluation does not have to mean early
transplant—and shouldn’t!
The need for combined liver/small bowel
transplants, however, should be avoided. If a
small bowel graft fails, the PN option remains.
If the liver portion of the transplant fails,
“Houston, we have a problem” becomes an
understatement.
Can IFALD be treated? No, not really.
The FDA has approved fish-oil based lipids
(SMOF® in adults, Omegaven® in children;
both from Fresenius Kabi, Lake Zurich, IL) as
a lipid source in patients with IFALD based
on the suggestion that they do not worsen
IFALD and therefore may be a preferred lipid
source in patients with IFALD. Given there has
been no head-to-head, blinded, prospectively
controlled trial as is the case for most drugs, the
FDA did not feel there was sufficient evidence
to say that the fish-oil based emulsions are an
effective treatment for IFALD. In fact, there is

limited data to suggest that although the bile passes the normal process by which nutrients
buildup in the liver (cholestasis) may improve, that are eaten would be metabolized in the
there is no effect on the liver fat accumulation liver. As such, methionine concentrations in
and IFALD may continue to progress. [Note: the blood of those on PN are often at the upthe clinician reviewer comments, “Most pedi- per level of normal or even elevated, because
atric gastroenterologists involved in intestinal the methionine is not fully metabolized.
rehabilitation believe Omegaven is one of the
When methionine is metabolized in the
factors that has decreased the need for liver liver, one of the products that results is chotransplants.”]
line. Two studies have suggested that about
Although some patients are given carnitine in 80 percent to 85 percent of individuals that
their PN, studies from as far back as 1986 have receive long-term PN have low plasma free
shown that carnitine was unable to treat IFALD. choline. Studies in animals have shown that
There really is no reason for
IFALD developed when
it to be given. Carnitine
there was no choline in
Patients should be seen
concentrations in the blood
the PN; IFALD was even
are often about 50 percent
more severe when the
and evaluated in centers
of normal during PN, but
choline-deficient animals
nowhere near what is needed with experience in dealing were infected. Animal
with IFALD, intestinal
for carnitine deficiency to
studies have also shown
develop.
that giving choline in PN
rehabilitation, and
Ursodeoxycholic acid
eliminates the fat in the
intestinal transplantation. liver that occurs during
has been used in infants
with IFALD with varying
PN and not eating and
degrees of success. There is only a single case also increases the flow of bile; severe liver
report of successful use of ursodeoxycholic disease that occurred in choline-deficient and
acid in an adult patient, though anecdotally infected animals did not occur when animals
it has been used in many adults.
that received choline were also infected.
In those individuals with IFALD, it is
Liver cells also die when they don’t have
probably prudent to avoid alcohol. In fact, enough choline, even when there is no infeca French study found outcome was worse in tion. Small, but placebo-controlled human
patients that have IFALD and drink alcohol. studies have also shown choline eliminates the
New Research: Choline
extra fat in the liver that occurs during PN and
Choline (the major component of lecithin) reduces cholestasis. A larger, placebo-controlled
is part of all cell membranes. Normally, it is trial of choline (ArTara Therapeutics, New
made in the liver from methionine, one of the York, NY) to treat IFALD in older children
amino acids supplied in PN. However, studies and adults is anticipated and should show
from the 1970s showed that when methionine whether it is an effective treatment or not.
(and quite possibly the other amino acids) is
In conclusion, IFALD is a common and
infused through a vein, into the heart, it by- potentially very serious complication of malabsorption/intestinal failure. We are getting
better at predicting it and understanding
why it develops. Effective treatment other
than transplant has been elusive, but as
Make the 2020 Oley conference silent auction stupendous!
our overall knowledge and experience with
Donate popular items such as: small electronics, jewelry,
helping patients that require HPN grows,
handmade pieces, gift certificates and toys/games. Conthe incidence seems to have decreased.
sider items specific to your hometown!
Investigational therapies hold tremendous
We are also taking donations for themed baskets: dog,
potential for treatment, but we need to see
cat, vacation/summertime, kid activities, date night, relaxwhat the future holds. ¶
ation/spa, and sports. Bring an item for the basket or team
The author reports a minor (0.25%) stock
up with others to sponsor a basket! Bring contributions to
ownership in ArTara Therapeutics, which is
the annual conference (see page 1) or email marywootten.
developing intravenous choline chloride as a
oley@gmail.com to make shipping arrangements.
treatment for IFALD.

Silent Auction Items Needed
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Oley Regional Conference
Coming Soon!
Saturday, April 25, 2020
9:30 a.m.–5:00 p.m.
Omni Hotel Charlotte
132 E. Trade Street

Charlotte, North Carolina
Go to www.oley.org/oleyregionals to
• Register free of charge
• Read information on topics and speakers
...or contact Andrea Guidi (508) 460-1707, andreaguidi.oley@gmail.com
With support from:

From the Desk of Joan Bishop,
Executive Director
As we ended one year feeling grateful and look forward to the promises of another,
we are reminded of our important mission, “Striving to enhance the lives of those living
with home intravenous nutrition and tube feeding through education, advocacy, and
networking.” We recognize that we are successful because of the
community that surrounds us. We have a fantastic Board of Directors
and a strong Advisory Council to guide us. We enjoy the support
of over 55 Oley Ambassadors who are the faces of Oley in their
communities. So many members are quick to respond favorably to
help, whether to respond to others who are in need of support or
guidance, to participate in market research projects, etc.
We are committed to keeping the Oley Foundation the trusted
source of information. Whether you attend a meeting or a webinar,
Joan Bishop
watch a video, visit www.oley.org, call or write, we want you to feel
comfortable approaching us and satisfied when you leave. This is your organization!
We also acknowledge that we couldn’t stay forward-thinking without financial support.
The Corporate Donor list (on page 15) showcases companies that seriously recognize
the importance of our work and your need for information, support, and hope. They
believe in and invest in YOU! The list of individual donors is also impressive in 2019.
We thank each and every donor including those who have arranged for a planned gift.
We are grateful to be a part of your life. We hope that you find 2020 a year that is as
rewarding and meaningful as possible.
Volume XLI, No. 1		
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Tools for Living Better
Advance Directives, from pg. 1

a feeding tube inserted as a death-delaying procedure at the end of medications through my tube, but none of the standard forms adtheir life, but I have to decide when to stop using my tube, and then I dress that unique situation.
have to communicate my wishes to family members, friends, caregivIt is important to state that the voluntary stopping of eating and
ers, and doctors. Since I’ve been totally dependent on my tube for all drinking (VSED) is a legally established concept and right, but only
of my nutrition, hydration, and medications for more than fourteen for those competent enough to make such a decision; that is why it’s
years—absolutely nothing by mouth, or I end up in the hospital with so important to make your wishes known now, so that no one can
aspiration pneumonia—this would be tantamount to, well, starving challenge your decisions later if you start slipping away. Interestingly,
myself to death.
Cruzan v. Director, Missouri Department of Health, the first right-toUnder what conditions would I want to do that, and what type of die case heard by the U.S. Supreme Court back in 1989, involved the
documentation do I need to have in place if I’m unable to express my removal of a feeding tube.
wishes? This presents a whole slew of legal, logistical, medical, moral, Making My Decisions
and existential issues that must be addressed now, while I’m still healthy
In my search for guidance, I’ve located three tools that have helped
and of sound mind; otherwise, some distraught relative or overzealous me define how I want to die: The 6-Steps Living Will, Five Wishes,
doctor might interfere with my wishes and
and My End-of-Life Decisions [see sidebar
prolong a life I may no longer want to live.
for contact information]. I have combined
Helpful Resources
It all boils down to what to do, how much
elements from all three documents in my
6-Steps Living Will
to do, and when to stop.
planning.
PO Box 236
I’ve been studying these weighty and
First, I defined the circumstances under
Edmonds, WA 98020
controversial questions and I’d like to share
which I’d no longer wish to live. For example,
www.6stepslivingwill.org
what I’ve learned, but first, a major caveat:
if I were to suffer a traumatic brain injury or
I am not a doctor or a lawyer, and I am not
a massive stroke and end up in a permanent
Five Wishes
offering advice or suggesting you follow
vegetative state or with locked-in syndrome,
(850) 681-2010
my lead. Whatever you do, seek legal guidor if I am in an advanced stage of a terminal
www.FiveWishes.org ($5.00 plus postage)
ance to make sure you’re adhering to state
illness, including dementia, and at least two
and federal requirements, and discuss your
of my doctors do not believe I will recover,
For My End-of-Life Decisions:
wishes with your doctor and your loved ones
then I would not want any of the deathCompassion and Choices
now—before it’s too late.
delaying procedures outlined in table 1 (see
(800) 247-7421
Advance Directives and Tube Feeding
page 9). I compiled this list based on extensive
www.compassionandchoices.org
An advance medical directive is the basic
reading, on the three tools referenced above,
building block for addressing these issues; it
and on my personal experience.
AARP
consists of a living will, in which you spell
In these circumstances, I opt for “comfort
(888) OUR-AARP/(888) 687-2277
out what kind of care you want and don’t
care only,” including the administration of
want, and a medical durable power of atmedications through an IV or through my
National Healthcare Decisions Day
torney, in which you appoint someone who
feeding tube to alleviate pain and anxiety, an
April 16, 2020
will speak for you when you can no longer
oxygen mask or nasal cannula to assist with
www.nhdd.org
speak for yourself. The forms to use differ
breathlessness, and oral suctioning of mucous
from state to state, so be sure to check out
and saliva that may pool in my mouth and
a reputable website such as www.aarp.org/
throat. I do not want to receive nutrition or
advancedirectives or consult with an estate planning lawyer for the hydration through my feeding tube. On a personal note, I am allergic
documents your state requires. It all seems pretty straightforward, but to Compazine (prochlorperazine), so I have indicated that under no
for those of us with tubes, it’s not.
circumstances is this to be used to control nausea or vomiting.
I live in Illinois. The Illinois statutory short form power of attorney
I’ve discovered another wrinkle in my planning: Because I am curfor health care (sorry for all of this legal gobbledygook), the form I rently in an HMO, I am limited to the network of hospitals where
have to use to appoint someone to make medical decisions for me I can be treated and admitted. This particular network’s mission is
when I am incapacitated, includes life-sustaining interventions such “inspired by the healing ministry of Jesus Christ,” so I am not sure if
as cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) and breathing machines. my end-of-life wishes and decisions would be honored. As such, I’ve
But it also includes “tube feedings or fluids through a tube” as a life- signed a sectarian healthcare directive—included in the My End-of-Life
sustaining treatment, and this is the crux of the problem for those Decisions booklet mentioned above—requesting to be transferred to
of us who are dependent on enteral and parenteral nutrition: These a hospital that would honor my wishes. But there’s a catch-22: Any
forms are asking us whether we want a tube inserted to sustain or hospital that I transfer to would be out-of-network, and so wouldn’t
prolong life, not whether we want to stop using our tubes that we be covered under my current insurance plan. I’m hoping that nothcan’t live without. That means I have to define the circumstances ing happens before my next birthday, because after that I qualify for
under which I would not want any more nutrition, hydration, or Medicare and can go anywhere I want.
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Important Details
As you can tell, I’ve given this quite a lot of thought. There are
other things, not included in the typical advance directives, that are
important to me (see below). I’ve included these as part of the Five
Wishes document. All of it has been signed by myself, my lawyer, and
a witness, and has been notarized.
I have discussed all of these wishes with my sisters and nephews,
and my primary care doctor, and I have given them copies of all of
the important documents. My lawyer also has copies. Everything is
neatly arranged in a three-ring black binder next to my desk.
Additional Considerations
Here are some of the things I’ve added to the Five Wishes document.
I prefer to die in hospice, not in a nursing home and definitely
not in a hospital. Although hospice care typically does not include
the placement of feeding tubes, I checked with three local hospice
organizations in Chicago and they all told me they would never ask
someone who already had a feeding tube to remove it in order to be
eligible for hospice care.
During my final days, I would like to listen to WFMT’s calm and
soothing classical music (but not opera). I do not like the sounds of television, especially commercials, so please don’t place me near one unless
I specifically ask to watch one of my favorite programs, like Jeopardy.
I have a heightened sense of smell; for the most part, I enjoy the smells
of food, but I’m never sure what might trigger an adverse response, so
please limit any cooking in my immediate area, if possible.

Table 1. Personalized list of life-sustaining procedures
(developed by the author)
Procedure

Yes

No

CPR

I particularly enjoy the soothing and calming scent of lavender, and
the Meyer’s brand of candles.
I crave light and sunshine and fresh air, so if possible, please place
me near a window; I like to sleep with my socks on.
I am very claustrophobic, so please do not ever cover my face or lean
over me in such a way that triggers an involuntary violent response.
Do not ever put me in restraints.
Until I stop eating through my tube, remember that I need to be sitting
up when I feed and for at least two to three hours afterwards; otherwise,
the formula may come up and go right back down into my lungs.
Please dab my lips with a moist washcloth and periodically apply
Kiehl’s lip balm.
Since radiation has destroyed my salivary glands, I often wake up in
the middle of the night because my mouth is so parched that I have to
get up and swish cold water around and spit it out. When I’m unable
to do that anymore, perhaps swabbing my tongue and mouth with a
damp washcloth will help.
I am very concerned about the proper care and maintenance of my
feeding tube. Nobody will ever take care of my tube the way I do.
Lastly, I don’t want a traditional religious memorial service in a
funeral home or at a cemetery. Instead, I’ve set aside funds for a party
to be catered by a Jewish deli like Manny’s in Chicago or Zabar’s in
New York. Please order all of my favorite foods, like freshly baked
bagels, smoked white fish, lox, nova, Philadelphia cream cheese,
chopped liver, matzo ball soup, corned beef, pastrami, brisket of beef,
rye bread, challah, and Dr. Brown’s soda. Be sure to load up on tons
of delicacies from the bakery. BYOB. Play my favorite music, read
my favorite poems and excerpts from my books, look through all of
my photo albums, dance and have a wild time, and then spread my
ashes over the Atlantic or the Pacific or in the Mediterranean Sea off
the coast of Israel. ¶

Electroshock to stimulate heart
Pacemaker
Medications to stimulate heart
Mechanical ventilation/respiration
Breathing tubes inserted in mouth, nose, neck
Nasogastric tube
Dialysis
Surgery, especially to my neck and throat area
Blood transfusions
Chemotherapy/Radiation
Antibiotics to fight a life-threatening infection
Corticosteroids, especially prednisone,
on a long-term basis
Nutrition through a feeding tube
Hydration through a feeding tube
Hydration through an IV
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Donor News

Thank You for Your Support in Fiscal Year 2019!
The following list represents everyone who contributed toward Oley’s efforts in our 2019 fiscal year: October 1, 2018, to September 30, 2019.
ported Oley by volunteering their time and talents. Note: when three gifts are given in honor of, or in memory of, an individual or special
Donations received October 1, 2019, or later will be acknowledged in next year’s listing.
Generous Gifts Without Bounds
($5,000+)
Steven Atkinson, includes matching
gift from Johnson & Johnson
The Estate of Don Freeman
Lyn Howard, MB, FRCP
Barbara Kapuscinska Kelly, MD
Ambassadors ($2,000–$4,999)
Cheryl Butler
Paul DeBarbieri
Phil Kellerman***
Jack and Carol Leibee
Heather Stanner, MS, RD, LDN, CNSC
President’s Circle ($1,000–$1,999)
The Adirondack Trust Company
Michael Aklufi’s friends at the
Metropolitan Transportation
Authority (MTA)
Anonymous
Anonymous
Geoffrey O. Burney
Capital Region Golf Course
Owners Association
Dale and Martha Delano
Leah Funke, in honor of being on
HPN for 40 years
Groeber Family, via Community
Foundation of the Greater Capital
District
Lillian Heisey
Robert and Ronna Katz
Nancy, Peter, Jerry, and Alan Kudan, in memory of Shirley Klein,
beloved mother, mother-in-law
and grandmother who passed
away 20 years ago after having
been on HPN for 20 years
Lumac Company, a Division of
Saratoga Land Management
Corp.
Dr. Kathy Platoni and John
Hutchinson
PrimaLoft Inc.
Saratoga Water Services, Inc.
Larry Zbanek
Benefactors ($500–$999)
Susanne and David Appel, in honor
of Rebecca and Daniel Appel
Jane Balint, MD, in honor of Rachael, Sue, and Eddie Miller
Dr. John and Carol Broviac
Frona Brown

Howard and Marcia Denenholz**,
in honor of Andrea and Brent
Cantor’s 25th wedding anniversary, and of Alan Taxman for
making Forbes list of Best Wealth
Managers in Missouri for 2019
William Fitzpatrick, in memory of
William Fitzpatrick, Sr.
Joanne K. Hilferty
Brian Koenig, in honor of Kyle Noble
Scholarship winner Damarius Ingram’s message of life and inspiration
Adam Koncius, in honor of Aidan
Koncius
Lamont Engineers
John Landry
Kathy and Chris Mannino, in
memory of “Oley” Oldenburg
Hazel Meda
Alyce Newton, MS, RDN, LDN, CNSC
Fred Reuning and Janis Callison
Michelle Rosinek
Francis and Joan Scheib, includes matching gift from the GE Foundation
Jon and Claire Tucker
Kathy Wardrip, in honor of Diane
Wardrip
John R. Wesley, MD, in memory of
Susan Herman
Sponsors ($250–$499)
Sharon Alger-Mayer, MD
Anonymous
Anonymous, in memory of Richard
M. Harris
Jon Becker
Sharla Boothe, MS, RD, CNSC
Lynda and Tom Bosworth, in
memory of Anthony Deleon, Erich
Eichler, Arlin Garvis, Chris Goll,
and Marion Prescott; with gratitude
to Jana and her study group; in
honor of Rosemary Gutenberg’s
70th birthday and Bev and George
Lillquist’s 50th anniversary
Peter Buck
Dr. Stanley Caulder, in memory of
Zoe Allison Caulder Hartley
Eric Chun
Robert Clark
Dan Dietel and Kathleen Jackson,
in honor of Jackson Deitel
Catherine Dodge, includes matching gift from the GE Foundation
Rebecca Edwards
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Helen Grimes, in honor of Jennifer
Mason
Joan Keil
Yates Lansing
Atilal Lee
Abbe Levin, in honor of Michael Levin
Lisa and Garry Lohman
Alexander Mackay
Lauren Mackay and John Schmitz
Marissa Mackay
Nancy Mackay and Henry Bisner
David McGee
Lisa*** and Ron Metzger, includes
matching gift from National Grid
Peter Nicholas
Paul Ondrasik
Lynn and Kurt Patton
James and Susan Penzner, in
memory of Kenneth Rosenhek
Karl Schten, in honor of the Erik
Schten family
Douglas Seidner, MD
Danny Sekelsky
Neelesh Shah
Michael Sherman
Ezra Steiger, MD
Steve and Edithe Swensen
Ann and Michael Weaver, in memory
of Heidi Martin-Coleman; includes
matching gift from the FM Global
Foundation
Steve and Valinda Wolfert, includes
matching gift from the Texas
Instruments Foundation
Patrons ($100–$249)
Anonymous
Anonymous, in memory of Pat Brown
Anonymous, in memory of Don Young
Anonymous, includes matching
donation from LexisNexis
Keith Bacon
Sandra Baldonado
Jeremy and Kara Beer
Margaret Beilfuss
Jacqueline Blake
Jacob Borer
Pam Bouteiller, PhD, includes matching
gift from ThermoFisher Scientific
Gail and Chuck Brenenstuhl
Neil Brenner
Jean D. Brown
LeAnne and Larry Butzin, in honor
of Paul Butzin’s 30th birthday
Zuzana Bystrianska

Adelle Chang
Hou Hsuan Chen
Steve Cohen
Hayley Conner
J. Gregory and Marilyn Connors
Marilyn and Elton Crawford
Rick and Dianne Davis, in memory
of Paul Gosnell, Lt. Colonel,
USAF (ret.), an HEN consumer
who helped other tube feeders
Dennis and Susan Debonis
Michael Dotto
Kathrene Dutrow
Eastern New York Region NSPS West
Mountain National Ski Patrol
John and Helen Eidem, in memory
of Charlie Eidem
Herb Emich, in memory of Joy Emich
Beverly Engle, in memory of Donald
Engle
Alan and Janis Ergle
Gary and Pam Essary
Kari Ferber, in honor of Dodie
Carmichael
Jessica Ferguson
Georgette Folley
Todd Friedman, in honor of 71 years
of combined friendship with 		
Michael Medwar, Bettemarie
Bond**, and Cathy Tokarz
Stacy Gamble
Ellen Garofoli
Mary Gergely
Barry and Martha Ginsburg
Edward Gleason
Stacey Goans
Bob and Shannon Goldwater
Rodney and Michael Gonzales
Stuart Gordon, in memory of
Irmagail Gordon
Edward Green, in memory of Linda
Franco
Michael Harrington
Marta Harshbarger, in memory of
Art and Marjorie Harshbarger
Edward Hart, III
Feiga Herzog, in honor of Dr.
Marvin Ament and his important contributions to the field of
pediatric gastroenterology
Jeff and Rose Hoelle**
Bob Hydorn
Carol Ireton-Jones, PhD, RDN,
LD, CNSC, FASPEN, FAND, in
memory of Rosina Materese
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Donor News

We also want to thank those who are not listed below, yet have supevent, we’ve created a separate list, which can be found on pages 13–15.
Harlan Johnson
Daniel Kamin
Sue Karacki, in memory of Larry Karacki
Jill and Jake Krautkremer
Vanessa Kumpf, PharmD, BCNSP
Ann LaBotz
Christopher and Larissa Lang, in
memory of Robin Lang
Tom Lewis
Liberating Research
Scott Loeber
Louis and Sheryl Longobardi, in
honor of everyone who is afflicted
yet, in spite of all the challenges
associated with these debilitating
diseases, continues to persevere!
Brad Lyon, in honor of Dashiell Lyon
Barbara Mackay
Carol Mackay
Joyce Madden
Steven Maguire
Richard Manning
Senator Kathleen Marchione
Tom Markert
Daniel Maskin
Vanessa Mason
Theresa and David Mathiasmeier
Jennifer McDonald
David and Judy McKee
David and Alice Meager
Russell Merritt, MD
Edward Morrisey
Amy Muse
Walter and Jacklyn Nadeau

Christine Nelson
Jeff Nemeth
Peter Noone
Richard Norman
Mary Ann and Richard Nutt
Lou and Martha Pacilio
Dennis Phillips
Ellen Pierce and Chris Ericksen, in
memory of Jeff Dutton, Paula Southwick, John Tucker, and Bob Sweet
Real Food Blends
Mark and Martha Reese
Laurie Reyen, RN, MN, in honor of
Dr. Marvin Ament’s 80th birthday
Charlene Riikonen
Christine Rohan
Curtis and JoAnne Rose
The Salman Family
John Schmeltzer
Vi Schultz
Mousmi Sharma
Brian Sims
Karen Speed
Josie Stone, RN, CPNP, CRNI
Randi Strudler, in honor of Michael
Aklufi’s family
Charles and Victoria Su
Udai Tambar
MaryEllen Tandarich
Marybeth Tenne
Jennifer Thiesse**, in memory of
Ruth and Roland Milow, Kathy
Bucher, and Jennifer’s dad
Donors, cont. pg. 12 ☛

Special Shout Outs
People who supported the Oley Foundation in FY2019
• with in-kind gifts: Timothy Arends/Dorsey & Whitney
LLP; Cardinal Health; Coram / CVS specialty infusion services;
MagicWig Productions, Inc.; MOOG Medical
• through purchasing at AmazonSmile,
• via Facebook, including campaigns by: Heidi Robertson
Andolina; Dianne Archer; Shirley Au; Hadar Birger-Bray;
Robin King Bodnar; Betty Bond; Michelle Barford; Abby Carpenter; Roslyn Dahl; Tiffany Dodd; Jacquelynn Gibson; Katie
Hatcher; Cathy Hotaling Harrington; Carrie Baker Muir; Malik
Kaume-Dau Saunders; Delores Salvinski; Naeemah Seals; Teri
Williamson; Pam Winter; Jim Wittmann; Lynn Nagin Wolfson,
and…
• via YourCause
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Donor News
Donors, from pg. 11
ThriveRx, in memory of Sophie
Prunty and Beatrice Williams
Roger and Kay Tims, in honor of
Bryan Tims’ 37 years on HPN
Thomas Bryan Tims
Cathy Tokarz, in honor of Michael
Medwar and family, Bettemarie
Bond** and family, and Todd
Friedman and family
Jennifer Trask
Lillian Van Tilburg
David and Stacey Vermette
Mary Jo and Jeff Walch
Sheri Wenzel, in honor of Lynda
Bosworth
Betsy Wilson
Barbara Wolf, in memory of Bruce Wolf
Tamara Wood
Rosaline** and Bill Wu
Supporters ($50–$99)
Kathy Allen, in honor of Mandy Allen
Anonymous
Anonymous
Anonymous, in honor of John
Mahalchak**
Anonymous, in memory of Nancy
Backinger
Anonymous, through United Way
of NENY
Ascension Press staff
Peggy Aschenbeck
Jay and Carolyn Beck, in honor of
Sally and Bill Bowers

Arthur R. Benanti
Dianne Bendernagel, in memory of
Monsignor Daniel Hamilton
Robert Bolen
Sally Bowers
Sharon Bowers, in honor of Sally Bowers
Helene Brecker
Lora Brecker
Bert Crosby
Christine and Arthur Dahl
Don and Sandra Davis
Steve Dolina
Jed Donahue
Jim and Joan Eckstein, in honor of
Lynda Bosworth
James Edwards
Bob and Susan Ellis
John and Barbara Ellis
Harry and Ruth Ann Forgan
Iris Goldmacher, in memory of
Howard Goldmacher
Delores Cucinotta Greenwood
Kathleen Gura, PharmD, BCNSP,
FASHP, FPPAG, FASPEN
Sophia Gutherz
Fareed Haifa
Mike and Martha Hammontree
Todd and Marsha Hanover
Patricia Hansen
Barry Hecht
Dave and Lucille Hickey
John and Cecelia Howard
Walter and Mary Husten
Janet and Francis Ivory

Corporate and Foundation
Program Support
Thanks to the following corporations, foundations, and
organizations for their generous gifts ($500+) for specific Oley
programs in FY 2019. These gifts extend support beyond
their corporate partner pledges.
Abbott Nutrition
Avanos
Baxter International Inc.
B.Braun
BriovaRx Infusion Services
Cardinal Health, Inc.
Coram / CVS specialty
infusion services
Fresenius Kabi USA
GEDSA
Kate Farms

Medline
Moog Medical
Nestlé Health Science
Nutrishare, Inc.
Option Care
Pfizer
Real Food Blends
SBS Cure Project
Shire, now part of Takeda
Pharmaceuticals
ThriveRx, Inc.
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Ann Marie Jann
Mary Johnson
Tina Kerrigan, MS, RD
Matthew Krause, Jr. and Family
Donna Kuhlmann
Thomas and Shelley Largen
Fred Levine
Brian Liebenow
Susan Linch
Louise Marks
Tiffany Matthews, RDN
Jerry Mayer, in honor of Larry and
Carol Mayer
Lynora McDaniel, in memory of
Howard McDaniel
John Morris
Ted Murawski, Jr.
Arthur and Kim Nadeau
Ann Nowoswiat
James O’Brien
Jacqueline and Neil Parker
Paul and Roberta Perreault
William and Thelma Pierce, in
honor of Dr. Ellen Pierce and
Mr. Chris Ericksen
Kathleen Quinn
Marjorie Quinn
Ron and Jake Revers
Revolution BJJ
Kim and Jeff Reynolds
Karen Rieck, in memory of Gary
Rieck
Timothy and Deborah Roberts
Steven Rossman
David Rowland
Jeff and Terri Rush
Kathleen Ryan
Thomas Sanford
Martha Sayles, in honor of Bill and
Sally Bowers
Susan Sullivan
Carmen Taylor, in memory of Carl
Taylor, on HPN 1975–1991
Matthew Timmerman
Ralph Valenti
Michael and Darcy VanPatten
Charles Ward
Lester and Marsha Wheeler
Sheila Winfrey, in honor of
Bobbiejo’s multivisceral
transplant 13th anniversary
Contributors ($30–$49)
Michael Aklufi
Anonymous, through United Way
of the Greater Capital Region
Joan Barnett
Michele Bateman, in honor of Kody
Limbrunner

Thomas Baumgartner, in memory
of James J. Cerda, MD
Marisa and Erich Beyer
Kathleen Bolton
Joan Bowling
John and Liane Butitta
William Ciolino
Marcia Denenholz’s** Monday
Mahjong Gals, in honor of
Marcia’s birthday
Mr. Richard Dillon
Carol and Thomas Dooley
Walter and Lola Fair
Maurice Feller
Marco Fragoso-Ramos
Chris Galligan
John Harden
David Huebner, in memory of
Marilyn Huebner
Edmund Kellerman
Karen Kellerman and Peter Arakas
Charles Lewis, in honor of Janet Lewis
Theresa Liddle
Sandy Linton
Mary Martin
Michael Medwar, in honor of
Bettemarie Bond** and family
Pat Mielke
Phyllis Mullany
Meredith Nelson
The Nicolakis Family, in memory
of Anthoussa Theoharatos
Arthur Redler, in honor of his son
Ty
Bonnie Resig, in honor of Jana
Daigle
Linda Richman, in honor of Hadar
Birger-Bray**
Renee Sceski
Dina Sevayega
Robert Shulman
Kim Smithgall
Erica Swanson
Grace Teabo
Mary VanderKley
Lisa VanDusen
Bill and Amy Vohsing, in honor of
Luke Vohsing
Ruth and Alan Weiner
Ginny Werner
Carolyn Wijnholds
Carol Beth Wittlin
Lynn** and Eli Wolfson, in
memory of David Markowitz
Friends (Up to $30)
Melissa Alexander, in memory of
Jacques Lamar Alexander
Anonymous
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Anonymous
Anonymous, in honor of Tiffany
Dodd**
Rhiannon Barnes, includes
matching gift from USAA
Diane Boone
Richard and Rosemary Brown,
in honor of Oley’s equipment
exchange program
Tate and Peggy Brumgard
Karen Brust, in memory of Steve Brust
Judy Cosgrove
Donald Darmer
Norma and Bruce Dayton
Jean R. Demichelli, in memory of
Josh Shapiro
Colleen Dixon
Lauren Ellis, in honor of Alexandra
Harvey
Sue Feller, in honor of Barbara Bray
Miriam Feller, in honor of Hadar
Birger-Bray**
Erin Fitzgerald
Nancy Garber, RD
Cynthia Geis
Larry and Sarah Gosha
Linda Gulden
Cathy Harrington***
James Harris
Stephen J. Harris
Field Horne
Noreen Iacobucci, in memory of
Joyce Hydorn
Justin Jarvis
Barbara Johnson, in honor of
Melissa Hughey’s birthday
Pauline Kubizne
Alan C. Lancaster
William and Charlotte Langford
John Lastra
Herbert and Michele Levin
Dorothy Lewis
Bradan Liberty
Margot Lurie
Elizabeth Mahoney
Elsie Martineau
Keith McGregor
Eli and Joan Medwar, in honor of
Michael Medwar
Marvin and Carol Meyer
Patricia Miller
Roger Morgan
Donna Mummery
Ann C. Murray, in memory of
Francis Murray
Jolene Neal
Debra Oppenheim
Usha Pandya
Charlie and Jean Patnode

Mary Patrone
Steven Pickup
Michael and Lauren Raffe, in honor
of Aidan Raffe, 13 years on HPN
James and Nancy Renner
Rex and Joann Ryser
Yuri Salido
Jack and Anita Sheahon
Daniel Silverstein
Erin Smith
Patrick and Claudette Smith, in
honor of Patrick
John and Cathy Stein
Ethel Taylor
Mark and Mary Ann Thomas, in
memory of William Fitzpatrick, Sr.
Enrica Thure, in memory of
Gregorio Tongol
Mary Ellen Varhue
Carol Walsh, in honor of Mary
Ellen Costa
Michael Wenz
Wendy Will
William Winnewisser
Mary Wootten**, ***
In Honor of Phil Kellerman
Harry and Ruth Ann Forgan
Edmund Kellerman
Daniel Maskin
Dr. Kathy Platoni and John
Hutchinson
Dina Sevayega
Robert Shulman
William Winnewisser
In Honor of Al Mackay’s Hike
Adirondack Trust Company
Sharon Alger-Mayer, MD
Jacqueline Blake
Kathleen Bolton
Helene Brecker
Tate and Peggy Brumgard
Peter Buck
Cheryl Butler
Zuzana Bystrianska
Capital Region Golf Course
Owners Association
J. Gregory and Marilyn Connors
Dennis and Susan Debonis
Carol and Thomas Dooley
Kathrene Dutrow
Eastern New York Region NSPS
West Mountain National Ski
Patrol
Alan and Janis Ergle
Erin Fitzgerald
Georgette Folley
Donors, cont. pg. 14 ☛
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Notable Individual Gifts

Among the contributions we receive, there are always
several dedicated to those who have inspired the donor.
We share this list of honorees below. We are grateful for
the following gifts received from November 9, 2019, to
January 24, 2020.
Tributes: In honor of all warriors and caregivers; Julie
Andolina; Daniel Appel and Rebecca Appel; Cody
Bakkila; David Benda; Dan Benshoof; Hadar BirgerBray; Joan Bishop; Bettemarie Bond and family; Lynda
Bosworth, “a true inspiration with her positive outlook”;
Sally and Bill Bowers; Sarah Bowers and the Bowers/
Stickney family; Roslyn Dahl; Rick Davis; Jackson
Merrill Dietel; Susan Friedman, “being there 24/7”;
Todd and Susan Friedman; Derick Goldsmith, 2019
recipient of the Kyle Noble Memorial Scholarship
and an inspiration to many; Lynn Marie Gregor; Lyn
Howard; HPEN consumers and families; Ed Kellerman;
Phil Kellerman; Aidan Koncius; Kody Limbrunner,
fifteen years on tube feeds; Al Mackay’s hike; John
Mahalchak; Jennifer Mason; Larry and Carol Mayer;
Michael Medwar and family; “my colleagues, working
hard every day to educate clinicians and better the lives
of patients on parenteral nutrition”; Natalie Rosenthal;
Stephanie Salerno; thirty years on HPN; Cathy Tokarz
Memorials: In memory of Michael Aklufi; all the people
who died this year; Nancy Backinger; Gisela Barnadas;
Michael Baumgartner; Pat Brown; Lori Ann Campbell;
Ann DeBarbieri; Clifton Dodge; Charlie Eidem; Donald Engle; Irmagail Gordon; Theresa Grasso; Richard
M. Harris; Arthur and Marjorie Harshbarger; Zoe
Allison Caulder Hartley; Marilyn Heubner; Alisha
Hoelle; Joyce Hydorn; Nina L. Ireton; Pamela Jenkins;
Larry Karacki; the Klein family; Martin Koenig, “the
smartest, funniest guy we’ve met”; Robin “Peaches”
Lang; Julie Walker McAnally; Peter Joseph Michalski;
Kevin Murphy; Francis J. Murray; Clarence and Kay
Oldenburg; Eleanor Orkis; Mary Patnode; Gary Rieck;
Becky Schreiner; Calvin Thayer; Don Young
Fund-raisers: Amazon Smile; Facebook Birthday
Fund-raisers: Lhoidz Amores, Tiffany Dodd, Candace
J. Jackson, Ally Winter, Jim Wittman; Facebook Fundraiser: Heidi Andolina; Real Food Blends’ 12 Days of
Holiday Magic campaign
Matching Gifts: Johnson & Johnson; Texas Instruments
Foundation
Thank you for all gifts and the kind comments we receive
throughout the year. Your support overwhelms us and
continues to be a source of inspiration.
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Donors, from pg. 13
Patricia Hansen
Michael Harrington
Edward Hart, III
Dave and Lucille Hickey
Field Horne
Joan Keil
Lamont Engineers
John Landry
Yates Lansing
Herbert and Michele Levin
Tom Lewis
Theresa Liddle
Brian Liebenow
Scott Loeber
Lisa and Garry Lohman
Lumac Company, a Division of
Saratoga Land Management
Corp.
Alexander Mackay
Barbara Mackay
Carol Mackay
Lauren Mackay and John Schmitz
Marissa Mackay
Nancy Mackay and Henry Bisner
Senator Kathleen Marchione
Louise Marks
Vanessa Mason
David and Alice Meager
Lisa*** and Ron Metzger
Phyllis Mullany
Amy Muse
Arthur and Kim Nadeau
Walter and Jacklyn Nadeau
Christine Nelson
Peter Nicholas
Peter Noone
Jacqueline and Neil Parker
Paul and Roberta Perreault
Dennis Phillips
PrimaLoft Inc.
Kathleen Quinn
Real Food Blends
James and Nancy Renner
Ron and Jake Revers
Timothy and Deborah Roberts
Curtis and JoAnne Rose
Saratoga Water Services, Inc.
John Schmeltzer
Daniel Silverstein
Susan Sullivan
Marybeth Tenne
Michael and Darcy VanPatten
Mary Ellen Varhue
Tamara Wood
Mary Wootten**, ***
In Honor of Lynn Wolfson**
Susan Linch
Debra Oppenheim

Ruth and Alan Weiner, Lynn and
Eli’s 33rd anniversary
In Memory of Michael Aklufi
Lori Abraham
Robert Barron
Peter Bass
Lindsay Beediahram
Adelle Chang
Frances Chou
Eric Chun
Karey Davis
Kathy Dedonno
Projjal Dutta
Frances El-Sawah
Bob Foran
Stacy Gamble
Rodney and Michael Gonzales
Chuck Gordanier
Natatia Griffith
Chanise Hickson
Tara Infante
Doug Johnson
David Keller
Nancy Lattari
Atilal Lee
Karl Leopold
Denise Meehan
Lori Pandolfo
John Patrissi
Rob Perricelli
Andrew Ritchel
The Salman Family
Donna Scott
Neelesh Shah
Mousmi Sharma
Michael Sherman
Avoline Simon
Aishah Simpson
Brian Sims
Ivy Stempel
Randi Strudler
Charles and Victoria Su
Erica Swanson
Udai Tambar
Mark Worthington
In Memory of Ann DeBarbieri
Anonymous
Anonymous
Anonymous
Jean D. Brown
Paul DeBarbieri
Pauline Kubizne
In Memory of Clifton Dodge, Sr.
Keith Bacon
Marilyn and Elton Crawford
Catherine Dodge
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Bob and Susan Ellis
John and Barbara Ellis
Walter and Lola Fair
Cynthia Geis
Larry and Sarah Gosha
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Fund-raisers
Sharla Boothe’s Painting With a
Twist® event
Boscov’s gift-wrapping event
BriovaRx Infusion Services booth
fund-raiser at ASPEN’s annual
conference
Phil Kellerman’s Rotary Club music
event and CD sales
Phil Kellerman’s ongoing political
memorabilia fund-raiser on eBay
Al Mackay’s Long Trail hike
Planet Green
Shire, now part of Takeda Pharmaceutical, booth fund-raiser at
Digestive Disease Week
*Oley Trustee
**Oley Ambassador
***Oley Staff
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News

Celebrate Oley’s
Corporate Partners!
Thank them for their strong commitment to Oley programs.
TITANIUM LEVEL PARTNER ($150,000+)

GOLD MEDALLION PARTNER ($50,000–$69,999)

SILVER CIRCLE PARTNERS ($30,000–$49,999)

BRONZE STAR PARTNERS ($20,000–$29,999)

BENEFACTOR LEVEL PARTNERS ($10,000–$19,999)

PATRON LEVEL PARTNERS ($5,000–$9,999)

APPLIED MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY, INC.
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Needed: Your Email Address
If Oley doesn’t have your email address,
you’re missing conference news, event
invitations, HPEN FDA Alerts, and other
timely updates. Remedy this today: email
harrinc@amc.edu.

2020 Oley Calendar
Ongoing: Applications being accepted for Oley Tim Weaver Camp
Scholarship
March 1–2: Oley participating in Digestive Disease National Coalition (DDNC), Washington, DC
March 5 (and then the first Thursday every month): Philadelphia
Suburbs Tube Feeding/HPN Support Group, Blue Bell, PA, more
info @ www.oley.org/SupportGroups
March 17 (and then the third Tuesday every month, August through
May): South Florida Ostomy and Tube Feeding/HPN Support
Group, Weston, FL, more info @ www.oley.org/SupportGroups

June 21–23: Oley 2020 Conference, Newport Beach, CA
September 9–12: Oley attending and exhibiting at AVA 2020
(Association for Vascular Access), Denver, CO
October 12–16: HPN Awareness Week
October 13: Oley webinar, “Superbugs: Knowledge Is Our Best
Defense”
For updates or if you are able to help at one of the Oley exhibits listed
above, please email harrinc@amc.edu or call (518) 262-5079.
Additional Meetings of Interest

March 20: Nominations for Oley awards, applications for Kyle
Noble Scholarship, and submissions for HPN Research Prize due

March 13–15: American College of Gastroenterology (ACG/FGS)
Spring Symposium, Naples, FL

March 28–31: Oley exhibiting at and attending the ASPEN Nutrition Science and Practice Conference, Tampa, FL

May 16–19: Infusion Nurses Society (INS), Las Vegas, NV

April 5–9: Oley attending National Home Infusion Association
(NHIA), Aurora, CO
April 25 (tentative): Oley Regional Conference, Charlotte, NC

May 30–June 2: American Society of Nutrition (ASN), Seattle, WA
June 17–19: World Congress on Vascular Access (WoCoVA),
Athens, Greece

May 2-5: Oley attending and participating in Digestive Disease
Week, Chicago, IL

June 24–27: Mitochondrial Medicine 2020 (UMDF), Phoenix, AZ

May 11–14: Oley exhibiting at American Pediatric Surgical Nurses
Association (APSNA) Scientific Conference, Orlando, FL

June 26–28: International Pediatric Intestinal Failure Rehabilitation Symposium, Ontario, Canada

